
The Client

As part of their global rebranding exercise, UAE Exchange, a leading global remittance, 

foreign exchange, payments and credit solutions brand, rebranded its non-UAE operations 

as Unimoni. They facilitate seamless transfer of money across geographies, currencies and 

channels.

Unimoni is a part of the Finablr network – a platform of six trusted financial partners with 

complementary financial capabilities that facilitates seamless and connected experiences 

for individuals and enterprises.

DIGITAL ENGINEERING

Built Next Gen 
Remittances Platform 

For Financial Services Partners

 
Designed a flexible, independent and secure Payments-Platform-as-a-Service (PPaaS) 

architecture that can adapt seamlessly to the varied features that the Finablr partners may require

Migrated from the traditional on-premise monolithic platform to Microservices-based PPaaS 

Next Generation Application Platform (NGAP) architecture with multiple payment gateways 

for integration.



Web Dashboard 

Rolling out to new financial partners each month

Project Duration

- Enables banks and other lending institutions, and digital apps to provide cross currency 

remittances

- Improves payment efficiency and capability to manage higher payment volumes at lower 

cost and higher speed

To enable easy acceptance of the remittances globally, and externalize payments-as-a-

service to offer a menu of packaged microservices, Unimoni needed a cloud-based 

Remittance Transaction Process Engine that is scalable, easy to use, and secure.

Delivered MVP in 60 days

This platform;



To build a Remittance Transaction Process Engine that can handle global clearing and 

settlement infrastructure, we built a PPaaS platform with Domain Driven Design (DDD) 

microservices architecture. The new PPaaS NGAP platform enables high-performance 

payments processing that is scalable, transparent, and can manage large volumes of 

transactions at a lower cost.

We came on board as their partner of choice to build a complete set of API stacks for 

end-to-end Remittance Transaction Processing that could be extended to their financial 

partners. The plug-n-play architectures would include everything from remittances to 

partner settlements, enabling Banks, Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFC), retailers 

etc., to use the APIs best suited to their needs.

Web Dashboard 



To realize the PPaaS initiative, we built a complete API stack to support end-to-end

Remittance Transaction Process Engine that is capable of facilitating money transfer in 

multiple modes and is highly scalable, adaptable and secure. It facilitates:

 
Onboarding

Built a platform to enable the Unimoni Remittance Operations (RO) officers and Operations 
Teams to onboard drawee/routing banks and agents/partners, and manage their rules for 
transactions.
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Unimoni’s PPaaS NGAP platform ensures global standardized coverage, full compliance, 

and cost reduction by providing one interface for all payment-related processes across 

all banks and financial institutions. The financial partners are onboarded to the platform 

with very low investment and minimal effort from the ROs. Their rule management for 

transactions are now easy, intuitive, and transparent.

Tech Stack

Backend

JAVA Spring 

Backend

My SQL

Deployment

Openshift

Transmission

- Built an Integration Platform for banks that powers transactions, balance enquiries, etc.

- Built money transmission components that exchange transaction requests with the 
banks using standard file formats, fund transfers via SWIFT and API mode.

- Enable RO officers to manage transaction file drop schedules, auditing, and downloads. 

Unit Testing

JUnit

Base Framework

React JS

Devops

Jenkins

Containerization

Docker 


